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Fuglen 

"Retro Time!"

Fuglen is one fun place at Karl Johans. A coffee favorite during the day

turns into a great hangout for drinks in the evening. The atmosphere is a

lovely retro with the music from the 50-60's. The coffee is absolutely

worth for coffee lovers. The unique collections of cocktails will sure take

you by surprise. The ginger daiquiri is definitely a must-try! The patio

seating is relaxing and best for smokers. Call ahead for detailed

information.

 +47 22 20 0880  heisann@fuglen.no  Universitetsgata 2, Entrance from

Pilestredet, Oslo

 by MalinMark   

Stockfleth's Oslo City 

"Coffee Break at the Shopping Center"

Stockfleth's is the cosy coffee oasis that can be found amidst the hustle

and bustle of the shopping center Oslo City; a perfect place for a break

from busy shopping. The cafe also offers an opportunity to purchase tea

or coffee by weight. They have a large selection of teas and a standard

coffee menu, including various tasty syrups, to take away or enjoy on one

of the few barstools. Stockfleth's also offers fresh pastries.

 +47 4009 2362  www.stockfleths.as/?page

_id=80

 idao@stockfleths.as  Steners Gate 1, Oslo City,

Oslo

 by Mike Kenneally on 

Unsplash   

Java Espressobar 

"Charming Cafe at St. Hanshaugen"

This part of Ullevålsveien has a great blend of delis, fruit and vegetable

shops, florists and second-hand bookshops. There is no sign outside Java

Espressobar, but perhaps this just makes it easy to recognize. The tiny

coffee shop has quite an artistic and interesting interior. Smokers have to

sit outdoors on benches all year round, where they can enjoy the view of

hilly St. Hanshaugen Park. Non-smoking guests can sit inside on high

barstools. Experienced and service-minded staff prepare all types of

coffee varieties.

 www.javamocca.no/java  post@javamocca.no  Ullevålsveien 47, Oslo

 by fancycrave1   

Mocca 

"Caffeine Paradise"

Mocca is a chic coffee shop in Briskeby, an affluent area in Oslo and is

very popular amongst the locals for their fabulous cuppa. A great place to

unwind, this serene place owned and run by Robert W. Thoresen who is

responsible for the iconic Java and brilliant roastery Kaffa. Mocca is

considered to be one of the best of the Nordic coffee shops. Try some

desserts along with any of their coffees and you will be in heaven. Truly a

coffee paradise for all those who just can't do without their cuppa.
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 +47 22 55 5518  www.moccaoslo.no/  rasmus@javamocca.no  Niels Juels Gate 70, Oslo

 by baristahoon   

Tim Wendelboe 

"Delightful Coffee Shop"

An acclaimed coffee shop with an award winning owner, Tim Wendelboe

is one of the best Nordic coffee shops in Norway with an aim to become

one of the finest roastery and espresso bars in the world. A micro

roastery, an espresso bar and a coffee training center, all encompassed

into one, you will only find the freshest of this aromatic brew here. Every

cup has a different flavor that is just improvising. When you enter the

shop, the ambrosial smell of the beans will awaken your minds into an

enthralling journey of the coffee world. A great place for all the coffee

aficionados, Tim Wendelboe will definitely be a highlight in your cuppa

world.

 +47 40004062  www.timwendelboe.no/  brenneriet@timwindelboe.

no

 Grünersgate 1, Oslo

 by Bex.Walton   

Kaffebrenneriet 

"Coffee in Majorstuen"

Kaffebrenneriet in Majorstuen is part of a popular chain of coffee shops.

They sell a wide variety of coffee beans by weight, and you can also sit

down and have a cup of café au lait, espresso or another variety. Quiet

music, daily papers, magazines and a no smoking policy make this a very

pleasant place. It is also very popular, so it may be difficult to find a place

to sit, particularly around lunchtime and on Saturdays.

 +47 22 56 5584  kaffebrenneriet.no/index.p

hp/butikker/butikk/valkyrie

gata-3

 post@kaffebrenneriet.no  Valkyriegata 3, Oslo
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